Translational regulation of B19 parvovirus capsid protein production by multiple upstream AUG triplets.
The B19 parvovirus produces two capsid proteins in strikingly different quantities (VP1 less than 4%, VP2 greater than 96%) from overlapping RNAs that are derived from the same transcription unit. Immediately upstream from the VP1 translation initiation site is an unusual sequence containing multiple ATG triplets. During RNA processing this sequence is spliced out of VP2 RNA. To test the regulatory role on translation of this sequence containing upstream AUGs, synthetic RNAs were produced in vitro by T7 RNA polymerase from various plasmid constructions. Translation of VP1 RNA was very inefficient compared to VP2 RNA in a cell-free system, indicating that capsid protein production was regulated at the level of translation. Removal of upstream AUG sequences from VP1 RNA greatly increased the efficiency of translation. Conversely, the addition of the same AUG-rich sequence upstream of the initiation site of VP2 decreased its translation. These data indicate that an upstream AUG-rich region acts as a negative regulatory element in the translational control of B19 capsid protein production.